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Latest Popular Successes

For PIANO

Dreams of Delight (Folle Extase) Waltz
Boston .......................... H. Milok 60
In a Garden of Melody, Intermezzo
W. F. Sudds .................. 30
Stand Pat, March ................. Ch. J. Roberts 30
The Yankee Girl, Caprice, Theo. M. Tobani 30
Among the Lilies .................. E. H. Frey 30
Signal Corps March ............... Earl McCoy 30
Cupid’s Pranks, Caprice ......... R. Stahl 30
The Lover’s Return. A Melodic Sentiment
A. Nelson 30
Dance of the Nile Maidens F. H. Losey 50
An Egyptian Love Dance . . . . A. Pryor 50
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